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Computation of time-optimal swithings forlinear systems with omplex polesF. Grognardy, R. Sepulhrey;zy Center for Systems Engineering and Applied Mehanis,Universit�e atholique de Louvain,Av. G. Lemâ�tre, 4. B1348 Louvain-la-Neuve,Phone: +32-10-472597. Fax +32-10-472180grognard�auto.ul.a.bez Institut Monte�ore, B28Universit�e de Li�ege,B4000 Li�ege Sart-Tilman, Belgium.r.sepulhre�ulg.a.beSubmitted as regular paper to the European ControlConferene 2003AbstratThe minimum-time bounded ontrol of linear systems is generi-ally bang-bang and the number of swithings does not exeed thedimension of the system if the eigenvalues of the system matrix arereal or if the initial ondition is suÆiently lose to the target. Thispaper extends the method of [8℄ for omputing the swithing timesof time-optimal ontrollers to linear systems with omplex poles anddemonstrates its appliation on MPC shemes.Keywords: Time-optimal, bounded ontrol, MPC, bang-bang ontrol, al-gorithm
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1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we will onsider the problem of steering a solution from aninitial ondition z0 to the origin for single-input linear systems_z = Az + bv (1)subjet to the input onstraintjvj � 1where z 2 IRn, v 2 IR, and the pair (A; b) is ontrollable.The orresponding stabilization problem has long been reognized as asigni�ant nonlinear ontrol problem, so that many solutions have been pro-posed: anti-windup shemes, low-gain ontrol laws or Model Preditive Con-trol (MPC) shemes.The anti-windup shemes are extensively used in industry but they areoften ad-ho and rarely propose stability proofs (though some an be foundin [10℄ and [17℄). Low-gain ontrol laws provide proofs of semiglobal stability([11, 12, 16℄), but do so at the expense of performane. MPC shemes arealso widely used in industry, but their appliation depends on the existene offast algorithms for the omputation of optimal ontrol problems. In [2℄ and[4℄, this problem is avoided by giving an expliit form of the MPC ontrollerwhih does not require the online omputation. Suh a ontroller annotalways be omputed, so that one must rely on the online omputation of thesolution of optimal ontrol problems. In this paper, we are interested in suhan algorithm, where the ost to minimize is the total time.The most natural ontrol method for linear systems with magnitude on-straint is time-optimal ontrol, whih is well known to be bang-bang, with theswithings ouring on so alled \swithing urves" in the state spae. Theomputation of those urves is equivalent to omputing a feedbak ontrollaw v�(z), and is untratable for large systems.This pratial limitation implies that the implementation of time-optimalontrol is best ahieved through the omputation of open-loop ontrol. Also,due to the lak of robustness of open-loop ontrol, it is suggested to lose theloop by nesting this open-loop ontrol in an MPC sheme: every � units oftime, a time-optimal ontrol law v�(t) is numerially omputed online withthe urrent z(k�) as initial ondition, and this ontrol law is applied during� units of time; at time (k+1)� , the same ontrol problem is reomputed,...It is therefore important to design algorithms that an rapidly solve onlinethe optimal ontrol problem that is posed every � units of time. We fouson that problem in the speial ase of time-optimal ontrol.2



The hallenge then onsists in designing eÆient iterative shemes to om-pute the time-optimal ontrol law v�(t) for any given z0. Several gradient-based iterative methods have been proposed. These gradient methods typ-ially iterate on the adjoint initial or �nal state together with the time ofresponse (see for instane [5, 6, 9, 13℄, and, for a summary of those methods,[14℄). It is known that these methods are, in general, sensitive to the startingondition (initial guess) and have poor onvergene properties.In [8℄, we have presented an algorithm based on another approah: it usesthe bang-bang property of the time-optimal ontroller. The algorithm is de-signed to operate when the number of swithings is less or equal to n� 1. Itsees the omputation of the time-optimal ontrol as the omputation of theoptimal sequene of swithing times 0 = t0 < t1; � � � < tn = T or, equivalently,the optimal sequene of time intervals �x1 = t1 � t0; �x2 = t2 � t1; : : : ; �xn =tn � tn�1. In this paper, we onstrut ontinuous time-systems _x = f(x)whih `produe' the optimal sequene �x = (�x1; : : : ; �xn)T , in the sense thatthey possess an isolated equilibrium at x = �x and that this equilibrium isasymptotially stable. The main result of [8℄ shows that, when the eigenval-ues of A are real, the time-optimal ontroller presents n � 1 swithings orless, and under proper time-sale deomposition, the semiglobal onvergeneof solutions to the desired equilibrium x = �x an be enfored.This paper will onentrate on the ase where the eigenvalues of A areomplex. In Setion 2, we indiate a ase where the number of swithingsof the time-optimal ontroller is n � 1 or less. The algorithm and the mainonvergene results are then given in Setion 3. Finally we implement anMPC sheme for a hange of orbit for a nonlinear model of a satellite inSetion 4. Conlusions are given in Setion 5.2 Swithings in time-optimal ontrollersThe solution of the time optimal ontrol problemT � = minTs.t. _z = Az + bvz(0) = z0z(T ) = 0jv(t)j � 1 (T O)has long been haraterized as a nie appliation of the Maximum Priniple[15℄. The time-optimal ontrol is bang-bang and the swithing times are theroots of ��(t)T b, where ��(t) = e�At�0 is the adjoint response of the system fora suitable vetor �0. Also, in the ase of T O, any bang-bang ontroller whose3



swithing times orrespond to the roots of some ��(t)T b is time-optimal (theMaximum Priniple is neessary and suÆient [1℄). Theorem 1 employs thisproperty and Proposition 1 to haraterize a set of initial onditions that anbe steered to the origin with a bang-bang ontrol that involves at most n� 1swithings.Notation 1 � We will denote !max the maximum of the imaginary partsof the eigenvalues of A. When !max = 0, r!max denotes +1 (for r > 0).� Let T 2 IR+� . The set C � IRn is the set of initial onditions z0 thatare null-ontrollable. The set C(T ) � C is the set of initial onditionsz0 that are null-ontrollable in time t � T .Proposition 1 [18℄ Let A 2 IRn�n, b; � 2 IRn with the pair (A; b) on-trollable and � 6= 0. The number N of roots of the exponential polynomialP (t) = �T e�Atb inside the interval [0; T ℄ satis�esN � n� 1 + T!max� (2)Proposition 1 then results in the following theorem:Theorem 1 For any z0 2 C( �!max ), there exists a unique bang-bang on-troller whih steers z(t) from z0 to the origin with n � 1 swithings or lessand a total time inferior or equal to �!max . Moreover, this bang-bang ontrolleris the solution of T O.Proof: The fat that z0 2 C( �!max ) implies that there exists a solution toT O with T � � �!max . This ontroller is unique, bang-bang and we will showthat it swithes at most n�1 times. This results from the oinidene of theswithing times of the optimal ontroller with the roots of ��(0)T e�Atb andfrom the bound on the number of roots of an exponential polynomial givenby Proposition 1:(a) If T � < �!max , Proposition 1 indiates that the number of roots ofP (t) = ��(0)T e�Atb inside the interval [0; T �℄ is inferior to a real num-ber belonging to the interval [n � 1; n � 2). Beause the number ofroots is an integer, the atual upper bound is equal to n � 1, so thatthe number of swithings of v�(t) is inferior or equal to n� 1.(b) If T � = �!max , the number of roots of P (t) inside the interval [0; T �℄ isless or equal to n, aording to (2). Two ases have to be onsidered:4



either this number of roots is inferior or equal to n � 1, so that thenumber of swithings is also bounded by n� 1, or the number of rootsequals n. In this latter ase, one root must be equal to 0 and one otherequal to T �. Otherwise, one ould �nd a smaller interval ontaining nroots of P (t), whih is in ontradition with (2). This indiates thatonly n � 2 roots lie in the interior of the interval [0; T �℄, so that onlyn� 2 atual swithings take plae.We have now shown the existene of a bang-bang ontroller with n�1 swith-ings or less and T � �!max . Uniqueness is proven by showing that any suhbang-bang ontroller is the unique solution of T O: let v(t) (t 2 [0; T ℄) bea bang-bang ontrol law that steers z(t) from z0 to the origin with n � 1swithings or less. Let t = tj (j = 1; � � � ; N � n� 1) be the swithing times.(A) Let T < �!max . If N < n�1, then omplement the list of tj with n�1�Ndistint values larger or equal to T (and smaller than �!max , if !max 6= 0).One an �nd a non trivial �0 suh that �T0 e�Atjb = 0 (j = 1; � � � ; n� 1).This means that the tj are the n � 1 roots of �T0 e�Atb = 0 inside theinterval [0; tn�1℄ of length inferior to �!max . From Proposition 1, weknow that no other root an be found inside this interval [0; tn�1℄, sothat v(t) and sign(�T0 e�Atjb) have exatly the same swithing times.It is then suÆient to pik �(0) = �0 or ��0 to ensure that v(t) andsign(�(0)T e�Atjb) are idential. As a onsequene, v(t) is maximal,whih is suÆient for v(t) to be optimal in the ase of T O. Thereforev(t) is equal to the unique v�(t).(B) Let T = �!max . We will ompare v(t) and v�(t) (whih produes thesolution z�(t)). Let t�1 be the �rst swithing time of v�(t) and ~t1 =min(t1; t�1). Two ases then arise: either v(t) = v�(t) or v(t) = �v�(t)in the interval [0; ~t1℄. If v(t) = v�(t) in the interval, then z(~t1) = z�(~t1).The ontrol v(t)(t 2 [~t1; �!max ℄) is then a bang-bang ontroller steeringz(t) from z(~t1) to the origin in a time smaller than �!max , and withn � 1 swithings or less. It is therefore optimal (see point (A)). Byoptimality of subtrajetories of an optimal solution, the same an besaid of v�(t), so that v(t) = v�(t) for t 2 [~t1; �!max ℄. Finally, v(t) = v�(t)for t 2 [0; �!max ℄, so that v(t) is solution of T O. In the ase wherev(t) = �v�(t) in the interval [0; ~t1℄, it is lear that T � < �!max (in thease where T � = �!max , v�(t) and v(t) would be two di�erent optimalsolutions, whih is impossible). The result of (A) implies that v(t)(t 2 [�; �!max ℄) is time-optimal from z(�) with an optimal time �!max � �.As � ! 0, this optimal time tends to �!max and z(�) tends to z0. By5



ontinuity of the optimal time with respet to the initial ondition, theoptimal time from z0 should then be �!max , whih is in ontraditionwith the observation that was made (T � < �!max ).We have then shown that any bang-bang ontroller with n� 1 swithings orless and T � �!max that steers z(t) from z0 to the origin is the unique solutionof T O. Suh a ontroller is therefore unique. 2As a onsequene of this theorem, we will make the following assumptionthroughout this paper:Assumption 1 Suppose that z0 2 C( �!max ).It is easily seen that C( �!max ) is a ompat set with the origin in its interior,and whose border is the minimum isohrone orresponding to the time T � =�!max . The set C(T ) monotonially inreases as a funtion of T and tends toC as T grows unbounded, whih is also the ase of C( �!max ) as !max goes to0. In the limit, we reover the lassial result that the time-optimal solutioninvolves at most n� 1 swithings when all the eigenvalues of A are real.Theorem 1 justi�es the approah that is taken in this paper: insteadof looking for a time-optimal ontroller, or for the initial ondition ��(0) ofthe adjoint system as previous algorithms did, we look for a ontroller thatswithes at most n�1 times. If the algorithm onverges, Theorem 1 indiatesthat optimality an be tested as follows:Optimality Test: If v(t) (t 2 [0; T ℄) is a bang-bang ontroller that steersz(t) from z0 to 0 with n� 1 swithings or less, and if T � �!max , then v(t) isthe time-optimal solution of T O.3 An algorithm for the omputation of bang-bang steering ontrolsDesription of the algorithmIn the set C( �!max ), the searh for the optimal ontrol an be restrited tothe steering ontrols that are de�ned by a sequene of n time intervals xi ,ti � ti�1 and the orresponding sequene of onstant ontrol values ui. Thislass of pieewise onstant ontrols is haraterized by a pair of vetors (x; u),where x denotes the vetor of time intervals and u denotes the vetor ofontrol values. The time-optimal solution is then de�ned by (�x; �u), withj�uij = 1. 6



From the solution of the linear system for t � t0 = 0z(t) = eAt �z(0) + Z t0 e�A�bv(�)d�� ;it is seen that a ontrol de�ned by the pair (x; u) will steer z0 to z = 0 if itsatis�es the `steering equation'�(x) u = �z0 (3)where the i-th olumn of the matrix � is�(:;i)(x) , Z titi�1 e�A� bd� = Z Pik=1 xkPi�1k=1 xk e�A�bd�The equation �(x) �u = �z0 is the nonlinear equation to be solved to deter-mine the optimal ontrol. In ontrast, (3) is linear in u and is easily solvedfor a given x. Denoting the open positive orthant O+n , it an be seen that�(x) is regular inside the set K = fx 2 O+n jPni=1 xi � �!maxg, so that aunique solution u(x) = ���1(x)z0 of (3) exists for any x in K. A naturallass of iterative methods thus onsists in updating the time intervals vetorx suh as to enfore onvergene of the orresponding ontrol vetor u(x) toa bang-bang sequene of magnitude juij = 1.The heuristis onsidered in [4℄ and [8℄ are the \deentralized" adapta-tion of the vetor x: if jui(x)j is larger than one, inrease the length of theorresponding time interval xi; if jui(x)j is smaller than one, derease thelength of the orresponding time interval xi.In ontinuous-time, these heuristis yield the deentralized adaptation_xi = fi(jui(x)j � 1)xi; i = 1; : : : ; n (4)where fi should be a (smooth) salar funtion with its image in the �rst andthird quadrant and should only vanish at zero. xi multiplies fi in order toguarantee the positive invariane of the open positive orthant.ConvergeneIn [8℄, we have only onsidered the ase where !max = 0 (only real eigenvaluesfor A) and provided a global analysis of the ontinuous-time system (4) withthe funtions fi seleted as saturated linear funtions, yielding the algorithm:�i _xi = satM(jui(x)j � 1)xi; i 2 f1; � � � ; ng; xi(0) > 0 (5)With 0 < �n << �n�1 << � � � << �1, a time-sale separation an be en-fored between the di�erent xi dynamis, and the di�erent ontrol values juij7



suessively onverge to 1 (starting with junj). Based on Theorem 1, thetheorem of [8℄ an be generalized to the ase where the eigenvalues of A areomplex and z0 2 C( �!max ).Theorem 2 If z0 2 C( �!max ), then the equilibrium set 
 of8><>: _x1 = sat(jui(x)j � 1)xi...�n _xn = sat(jun(x)j � 1)xn (6)inside K = fx 2 O+n jPni=1 xi � �!maxg is non empty and is asymptotiallystable. It is exponentially stable if 
 is a singleton.Moreover, if A only has real non positive eigenvalues, the region of attra-tion of 
 in the positive orthant is enlarged at will in O+n by proper separationof the time-sales �n = t�n ; � � � ; �i = t�iIn Theorem 2, numerial simulations suggest that the region of attrationof 
 inludes the entire set K. However, a theoretial haraterization of thebasin of attration seems not immediate in the proof in [8℄. Extension ofthe region of attration of 
 beyond K is not feasible beause of the possiblesingularity of �(x) and the possible existene of other equilibria outside K.A natural way of initializing the algorithm onsists in taking all the ele-ments of x(0) very small. This almost ensures that x(0) belongs to K, andthat onvergene to the desired equilibrium takes plae. However, onver-gene to the time-optimal solution an only be heked a posteriori by usingthe Optimality test of Setion 2.ImplementationWe illustrate on Figure 1 the implementation of the algorithm on the on-trolled harmoni osillator:� _z1 = z2_z2 = �z1 + v jvj � 1with z0 = (1 1)T , an initial ondition suh that the time-optimal solutiononly presents one swithing (�x = (0:9305 1:5709)T ).In order to implement the algorithm, we need to disretize it. The sep-aration of the time-sales results in a very sti� set of di�erential equations,whose behavior an only be reprodued in disrete time by taking a verysmall disretization step. This results in slow onvergene.However, we have observed that the algorithm is robust to a redution ofthe time-sales separation (see [7℄). It tolerates that we take �i = 1 for all8



i. As an be seen on Figure 1, this does not prevent the onvergene fromtaking plae, but the phase-plane is modi�ed (ompare the solid lines, where�1 = 1 and �2 = 0:1, with the dotted lines, where �1 = �2 = 1).Without the time-sales separation, the di�erential equations are not sti�anymore, so that a simple large-step Euler disretization gives a good approx-imation of the behavior of the ontinuous system (ompare the dotted anddash-dotted lines), and a very fast onvergene (in the example, the equilib-rium is reahed in less than ten steps for the four initial onditions of Figure1). The atual algorithm is thenxi(k + 1) = xi(k) + Æ satM(jui(x(k))j � 1)xi(k) for i 2 f1; � � � ; ngwhere Æ is the disretization step. We have shown in [7℄ that Æ needs to besmaller than 1 to ensure invariane of the positive orthant. In the example,we have taken � = 0:5.
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Figure 1: Phase plane of the evolution of the algorithm for the ontrolledharmoni osillator with z0 = (1 1)T . The ontinuous algorithm with time-sales separation (solid line), without time-sales separation (dotted-line),and the disrete algorithm without time-sales separation (dash-dotted line)are illustrated. The initial onditions for the algorithm whih are illustratedare: x0 = (0:1 0:1)T ; x0 = (0:1 2)T ; x0 = (2 0:1)T ; x0 = (2 2)T .
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Heuristis for the utilization of the algorithmFrom the omments on the initialization and the disretization of our algo-rithm, we suggest that x(0) be piked lose to the origin, and that a large-stepEuler disretization be employed. After several steps of the algorithm, if itis onverging, the optimality test desribed in Setion 2 should be used toverify if the result of our algorithm is a time-optimal solution. This test isonly suÆient for optimality so that, if the answer of the test is negative,it does not totaly rule out the fat that the result of the algorithm is thetime-optimal ontroller.4 Time-optimal ontrol in a reeding horizonshemeIn this setion, the appliation of reeding horizon based on time-optimalontrol and saturated linear ontrol applied to a nonlinear model of an or-biting satellite are ompared.Let us onsider the orbital transfer problem for a satellite having a irularorbit around the earth. We onsider that the target is a geostationary orbit.It evolves 36000 km above the earth, and its revolution takes 24 hours. Themass of the satellite is estimated at 2000 kg and the maximal thrust (in thediretion of the tangent to the orbit) amounts to 2N. We suppose that thesatellite starts its journey 400 km below the target geostationary orbit. Thedynamis of this satellite are:� �r = !2r � kr2_! = �2! _rr + vmrwhere r is the distane of the satellite to the enter of the earth, ! is itsangular veloity, and v is the tangential thrust [3℄. The onstant m is themass of the satellite and k = 3:9851:1014m3=s2 is known. The equilibriumof motion of a geostationary satellite satis�es �! = 2�86400 = 7:272 10�5rad=sand �r = 42238km (radius of the earth+36000 km). In order to apply time-optimal ontrol, we ompute the linearization of the system around the targetequilibrium of motion and hose the variables like in [3℄: (z1; z2; z3) = (r ��r; _r; (! � �!)�r). This results in the linearized system_z = 0� 0 1 03�!2 0 2�!0 �2!0 0 1A z +0� 001m 1A vwhih has its pole in 0 and ��!i. We have shown that a time-optimal solutionthat takes less than T = ��! = 43200s = 12h presents n� 1 swithings or less10



(and any bang-bang solution presenting n�1 swithings or less with T � 12his time-optimal). Our algorithm an ompute a bang-bang orbital transferfor the linear model if T � 12h: the ontrol value +2 is applied duringx1 = 13953 seonds, followed by �2 during x2 = 14405 seonds and +2during x3 = 14475 seonds. The transfer takes 42833 seonds, that is loseto, but smaller than 12 hours. The Optimality test of Setion 2 indiatesthat this bang-bang ontrol is time-optimal for the linearized model. If weapply this strategy on the nonlinear model in open-loop, the nonlinearitiesprevent the transfer from being exatly ahieved.In order to ompensate for the nonlinearities, a reeding horizon shemean be used: the time-optimal strategy (based on the linear model) is reom-puted every ten minutes. However, the omputed ontrol law is not appliedto the system as is. Indeed, one the �rst time-interval is elapsed, the so-lution x of the time-optimal ontrol problem ontains one value xi, whihis very small. Due to the nonlinearities, this value xi is not exatly zero.Moreover, it an our that i = 1, that is the solution of the time-optimalontrol problem starts with u = +2 for a very short time, and then swithesto u = �2 for a long time. As this phenomenon an our at eah step ofthe Reeding Horizon Sheme, the ontrol law will present uselessly manyswithings. We have eliminated this problem by ignoring the time intervalsthat are smaller than ten minutes, so that, if x1 < 600s, the orrespondingontrol is not applied. It is apparent on Figure 2 that this strategy leadsto an exat transfer from one orbit to the other. This transfer takes 44400seonds, that is a little bit more than twelve hours. It presents more thantwo swithings beause the \errors" introdued by the nonlinearities need tobe ompensated for along the way. Basially, the ontrol law is lose to astrit bang-bang ontrol with two swithings: the ontrol value +2 is appliedduring 13800 seonds, followed by �2 during 16200 seonds and +2 during14400 seonds. However, the ompensation of the nonlinearities implies threeourrenes of u = +2 during the seond time interval, and one ourreneof u = �2 during the third interval.A saturated linear ontroller is built for omparison. We hoose to applythe design presented in [16℄: a family of Riati-based ontrollers is built,and a ontroller that does not saturate along the solution is hosen, so thatonvergene to the origin is not prevented by the saturation. In order to havea balaned onvergene to the origin, we resale the variables of the linearsystems. Indeed, we have z1(0) = �400000 and z3(0) = 44:1555. Therefore,we de�ne w1 = z1=400000, w3 = z2=44:1555, and w2 = z3=60 (based onthe observation made on the time-optimal solution). Suh an approah withQ, the identity matrix, as left hand side of the Riati equation, yields the11
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Figure 2: Orbital transfer using a reeding horizon strategy (solid line) or asaturated linear ontroller (dash-dotted line)following ontroller, whih does not saturate along the solutionu = � sat(2:1805 10�5z1 + 0:0474z2 + 0:1677z3) (7)By essene, this ontrol design leads to ontrollers with in�nite gain-margin.Therefore, we an replae (7) byu = � sat(k(1:853 10�5z1 + 0:0341z2 + 0:1409z3)) (8)with k > 1. This will make better use of the available atuation, and stillensure stability in approximately the same region (we have taken k = 10).On Figure 2, it appears that the linear ontroller leads to a muh sloweronvergene than the time-optimal one. It does not sueed in reproduingthe two swithings. The �rst one is present (though early), but the seondone is smoothed out.Not surprisingly, the inlusion of the time-optimal ontroller inside anMPC loop yields improve performane with respet to what is obtained witha linear ontroller. 12
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